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GLOBAL MOBILE NETWORK
THE CONCEPTS FACTORY

GMN is a concept, not a simple corporate company.
We believe in the ideas power.
We use them to realize new business models,
based on the net opportunity
and on the possibilities given by the global mobile market,
which allows everyone to build strong relations using the network
made of billions of people connected with the most modern
telecommunications mobile tools.



MULTI VIRTUAL FRANCHISE
to create a network of virtual stores in the internet,
able to sell more than one kind of product at the same time,
according to the specific local needs: we create the business opportunities
and make them available to everyone all over the world.
Everyone can choose “if” and “how” to be involved in them,
investing on the “idea” he most believes in, or best suits his market needs.

GLOBAL MOBILE NETWORK
It is the idea of creating ideas to develop successfull business,
using the net and its power, with no frontiers and no limits.

OUR BUSINESS CONCEPTS



WOR(l)D COMMUNICATE
Provide a new way of communicating with innovative tools and eliminate or reduce mobile,
national, international and global communication costs.

Use the network's potential to create an innovative and sustainable online business model
that builds profit for the company, partners and consumers.

WOR(l)D TECHNOLOGY
we converge the functionalities and innovations of digital mobile technologies,
and new telecommunication frontiers into the most modern personal mobile devices.

OUR BUSINESS CONCEPTS
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GLOBAL MOBILE NETWORK Inc.
1133 Broadway, suite 708
New York, NY 10010
gmn.international@globalmobilenetwork.com

This is the Holding Company.
It manages the intellectual properties, trade marks, copyrights and patents.
It also act as the group legal office.

Departments
Concept design
Legal
Trademark
Copyrights & Patents
Assets management
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GLOBAL MOBILE NETWORK Pte Ltd.

21 Bukit Batok Crescent

#03-76 WCEGA Tower

Singapore 658065

gmn.singapore@globalmobilenetwork.com

Financial center of the GMN Group, accounting and administration.
It manages the international development of the Multi_franchise business model.
Departments

Financial

Accounting

Administration

Business Development
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GMN Europe srl

c.so Marconi 55

84013 - Cava de’Tirreni_Salerno_Italy

gmn.europe@globalmobilenetwork.com

Research and Development head office, marketing and communication department,
business support and europe logistic center.

Departments

R&D

Marketing and Communication

Business Support

Logistic
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GMN China Co. Ltd.

15/F, West Tower, of Coastal City,

Haide 3rd, Nanshan District,

Shenzhen, China 518054

gmnchina@globalmobilenetwork.com

It manages all the process for the realization of the mobile devices,
from the idea to the final product

Departments

R&D

Products design

Manufacture



GMN Inc Corporate Divisions

GMN Singapore
Main business division
- multi virtual franchise business development
- develops the multi virtual franchise network
   and manages the products and services
   distribution for GMN Inc.

wor(l)d communicate
telecommunication division
Products: SoftSim, iSim, airtime, membership
It develops mobile and computer apps.
It manages GSM and VoIP international platform

wor(l)d technology
personal mobile devices division
Products: wor(l)d phone line, wor(l)d pad line.
It designs, develops and manufactures
personal mobile devices.
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